For 1 to 6 players,
Ages 5 and up

Object:
Be the last player left after all the other players
have made the balls spill.

Contents:
Game tower, clear cylinder, 102 balls, color game
die, number game die, 6 cue sticks, plastic wall.
Set Up:
• Remove the green cap from the clear cover.
Remove the cue sticks, numbered die, color die
and rolled plastic wall. Leave spare balls in the
tube.
• Unroll the plastic wall and lock the tabs into
place around the tower to contain any falling balls.
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You can also place the game in a tray or
low-sided box.
• Place WobBally on a hard, level surface.
• Hold the base section and turn the cover
clockwise until the ball bearing in the center ring
rests in the center.
• Still holding the base, twist the cover counterclockwise to unlock from the base. Lift the cover
away from the balls.
Playing:
There are three ways to play WobBally:
1. Each player rolls the numbered die and the
player with the highest roll goes first. Play moves
clockwise. Use a cue stick to tap any ball into the
center of the tower. When a player makes the
tower collapse, that player is out of the game.
Rebuild the tower and continue playing until there
is one winner left.
2. Each player rolls the numbered die and the
player with the highest roll goes first. Play moves
clockwise. On your turn, throw the colored die to
see what color ball you must tap into the center of
the tower. If no balls of that color are in the tower,
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play passes to the next player. Winning is the
same as above.
3. Each player rolls the number die and the player
with the highest number goes first. Play moves
clockwise. On your turn roll the color die to see
what color ball you’ll be tapping. Then roll the
number die to see what level you have to tap the
ball from. The top level is level 1. If there are no
balls of that color on that level, play passes to the
next player. Winning is the same as #1.
Solitaire play:
Decide whether you want to use the color or
number die. Keep track of how many balls you tap
out before the tower collapses. Try to beat your
score in the next game.
How to rebuild the tower:
Put the green cap in place, put the purple ring in
first and put 14 balls into the unit. Place another
ring into the unit and so on until the lid section is
full. Attach the base section, lock lid by twisting
the base and then turn over. Make sure WobBally
is level and play the game again.
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We appreciate your comments on WobBally. Please send
your correspondence to:
Pressman Toy Corporation
Dept: WobBally
121 New England Ave.
Piscataway, NJ 08854-4126
Our customer service department can be reached Monday
through Friday (except during holidays) from 10:00 AM EST
to 4:00 PM EST at 1 800 800-0298.
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